
SILS Lecture Courses

(Intermediate/Advanced level ONLY)

☆See also NOTE in the very bottom.

*OFL and University-wide Open Courses

CANNOT be taken in this category.

Minimum number of credits

required in each category per

semester

8 6*
Total number of credits required

per semester
*OFL・・・Other Foreign Language Courses

(offered by SILS)

Students at J-CAT level 1～5
Students at J-CAT level 6
Students at J-CAT level 7 or above

☆NOTE regarding the lecture courses at Intermediate and Advanced level

・"AIMS Joint Seminar" courses are not opened to the SP3 students who are not on AIMS program.
(*AIMS students have a student ID number like 971**A**)

・"Global Leadership Fellows Program (GLFP): Directed Seminar - History of Japanese International
Relations" course is NOT opened to the SP3 students who are not on the GLFP.
(GLFP students have a student ID number like 971**G**)

*SP3 students who are NOT on both AIMS program or GLFP have a student ID number like 971*****.

FYI:
AIMS website: http://www.waseda.jp/sils/jp/aims/index_en.html
GLFP website: http://www2.cie-waseda.jp/glp/en/

14 (Required) + 6 (Additional / Lecture courses)
+1 (Additional / Japanese course) =21

Categories of courses
Japanese Language

Courses

0~1

14

Japanese Language

Courses

Additional

* Required number of the credits for Japanese courses differs depending on the J-CAT test result.

Students who are exempted from taking Japanese courses should take other courses to fulfill the required
number of credits.
※The number of credits exempted should be fulfilled by the following courses:
SILS Lecture courses (Intermediate or Advanced ONLY), University-wide Open courses, and/or Japanese
language courses (= OFL cannot be taken on behalf of Japanese credits that are exempted by J-CAT level).

Required to take 6 credits of Japanese courses.
Required to take 3 credits of Japanese courses.
Not required to take Japanese courses.

Lecture Courses
In this category, you can take…

・SILS Lecture courses (Intermediate/Advanced level ONLY)

・OFL

・University-wide Open courses

0~6

<Curriculum for SP3>

Maximum number of credits

allowed to take per semester

Required

Those who are placed
at J-CAT level 6 or

above,


